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Abstra t

In this paper we present a boosting approa h to multiple-instan e learning. As weak
hypotheses we use balls (with respe t to various metri s) entered at instan es of positive
bags. For the metri indu ed by the 1-norm these hypotheses an be modi ed into hyperre tangles by a greedy algorithm. Compared to other approa hes our algorithm delivers
improved or at least ompetitive results on several multiple-instan e ben hmark data sets.
Keywords: multiple-instan e learning, boosting
1. Introdu tion

Multiple-instan e learning originally started with a problem arising in bio hemistry (Dietteri h et al., 1997). Generally, in a multiple-instan e learning problem one has to lassify
sets (so- alled bags ) of instan es, where ea h set is lassi ed positively if it ontains at least
one instan e with a ertain property. The diÆ ulty for learning this property is that it is
unknown whi h of the instan es is responsible for a positive lassi ation of a bag.
Our original motivation to investigate a boosting approa h for multiple-instan e learning
omes from obje t re ognition in omputer vision. For that we want to learn des riptions of
obje t ategories in images from labeled images, where the label indi ates whether a relevant
obje t is present in the image or not. Position and pose of the obje ts in the image are not
known. Learning of su h obje t ategories by a boosting approa h has been demonstrated
in Opelt et al. (2004) and Fussenegger et al. (2004) (there has been similar prior work in fa e
dete tion by Viola and Jones (2001a,b)). In the experiments lo al feature ve tors in Rn were
extra ted from the training images, so that ea h image an be represented by its features.
For a positively lassi ed image it is assumed that this is due to the presen e of parti ular
features. A ording to the training examples, weak hypotheses for AdaBoost (Freund and
S hapire, 1997; S hapire, 2001) are al ulated that indi ate if ertain features are present
in an image or not. This is done by omparing features with a similarity measure. More
pre isely, the weak hypotheses were hosen as balls around feature ve tor templates, su h
that an image is lassi ed positively if it ontains a feature ve tor suÆ iently lose to that
template. The respe tive templates are hosen from the feature ve tors of the training
images.
.
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From a more abstra t point of view this learning task an be seen as multiple-instan e
problem: Many obje ts|not only relevant ones|may be present in an image, and a feature
may ome from a relevant or irrelevant obje t. An image is lassi ed positively if at least one
relevant obje t is present. In fa t, in this situation we have a generalized multiple-instan e
problem, sin e a relevant obje t may be des ribed not ne essarily by a single feature but
by a ombination of features: An image will be lassi ed positively if a ertain ombination
or number of relevant features an be extra ted from it. Whi h of the feature ve tors are
relevant is initially unknown and has to be learned, whi h poses a typi al (generalized)
multiple-instan e problem. Thus, approa hes for multiple-instan e learning have already
been used for problems in omputer vision, and there is still a lot of mutual stimulation
between the two areas (see e.g. Maron and Ratan, 1998; Andrews et al., 2002; Chen and
Wang, 2004; Chen et al., 2006; Viola et al., 2005).
In this paper we onsider the mentioned boosting approa h to multiple-instan e
learning with balls as weak hypotheses in greater detail, and apply it to some of the
multiple-instan e ben hmark problems. We nd this approa h very ompetitive and it
outperforms several other approa hes to multiple-instan e learning.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives the formal details of the multipleinstan e setting, an overview of di erent approa hes and a short introdu tion to AdaBoost,
the boosting algorithm we apply. In Se tion 3 we des ribe in greater detail how we obtain
our weak hypotheses, displaying how to al ulate optimal balls, and also showing how
suitable hyper-re tangles an be al ulated by a greedy algorithm. In Se tion 4 we explain
whi h experiments were ondu ted and how our algorithm performed ompared to other
approa hes.
2. Multiple-Instan e Learning with Boosting

In this se tion we give a formal exposition of the multiple-instan e problem setting, followed
by an overview of approa hes applied to it so far. Finally, we give some details of the
boosting algorithm Adaboost and a rough sket h of how we are going to apply it to multipleinstan e problems.
2.1 Multiple-Instan e Learning

Formally, the multiple-instan e learning problem we deal with is de ned as follows. Let the
instan e spa e X be a set and B a nite olle tion of nite subsets of X . The elements of
B are alled bags. An unknown target fun tion y : B ! f+1; 1g indi ates whether a bag
in B is lassi ed as positive or negative. A tually, y is supposed to be an extension of a
labeling fun tion y : X ! f+1; 1g on the instan e spa e su h that a bag B 2 B is lassi ed
positively i it ontains a positive element, that is, y(B ) = +1 () 9x 2 B : y(x) = +1.
The aim is to learn y from a subset of training examples B0  B.
Of ourse, the onsidered problem setting is the simplest one an think about. We have
already mentioned the possibility of more omplex situations when des ribing appli ations
to omputer vision in the introdu tion. Thus in a generalized multiple-instan e setting
a bag B is lassi ed positively if e.g. at least a ertain number of positive instan es is
ontained in B . Another generalized multiple-instan e problem is introdu ed by S ott
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et al. (2003).
Several approa hes have been tried to o er solutions to multiple-instan e problems.
Axis-parallel re tangles as hypotheses were used by Dietteri h et al. (1997), Long and Tan
(1988), Auer et al. (1998), and Auer (1997). Dietteri h et al. try to grow axis-parallel
re tangles ontaining at least one instan e from ea h positive bag and no instan e from a
negative bag. Long and Tan give PAC bounds for an algorithm under the (rather arti ial)
assumption that instan es are drawn from a produ t distribution. Later, Auer et al. (1998)
gave PAC bounds for an improved algorithm where this assumption is not needed anymore.
Finally, this improved algorithm was modi ed by Auer (1997) for pra ti al purposes. It
uses simple statisti s of the training data and works quite well under some assumptions on
the distribution of the data.
S ott et al. (2003) adapt and improve an approa h of Goldman et al. (2001) to learn
d-dimensional patterns. The latter uses as hypotheses weighted ombinations of hyperre tangles over a dis retized feature spa e, where the weights are learned with Winnow
(Littlestone, 1988). The modi ation of S ott et al. (2003) allows learning in a generalized
multiple-instan e setting as well.
A di erent approa h has been tried by Wang and Zu ker (2000). The k nearest neighbors
of a new bag (with respe t to a ertain distan e measure) are taken and a majority vote
de ides, whi h label is assigned to the new bag. Di erent variants of the k nearest neighbor
on ept are onsidered.
The DD algorithm (Maron, 1998; Maron and Lozano-Perez, 1997) tries to nd a single
instan e that is responsible for the positive lassi ation of a bag. More exa tly, the key
idea is to identify an instan e that is lose to many positive bags and far away from negative
bags. The diverse density is a measure that aptures this on ept and orresponds to the
likelihood of the orresponding hypothesis, i.e., a high diverse density indi ates a good
andidate for a \true" hypothesis. The EM-DD algorithm of Zhang and Goldman (2001)
ombines this approa h with the expe tation maximization (EM) algorithm.
There are also approa hes to adapt \ordinary" supervised learning algorithms su h as
using neural networks (Ramona and Raedt, 2000), de ision trees (Ru o, 2000) and kernel
methods (Andrews et al., 2002; Gartner et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2006; Cheung and Kwok,
2006). A survey of these approa hes an be found in Ray and Craven (2005). Similarly,
Rahmani and Goldman (2006) use an algorithm to transform multiple-instan e problems so
that graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithms be ome appli able. Finally, ombining several multiple-instan e learning algorithms via ensemble learning has been proposed
in Zhou and Zhang (2003).
Our algorithm is neither the rst nor only boosting approa h to multiple-instan e learning. Andrews and Hofmann generalized linear programming boosting using results from
disjun tive programming ?. Viola, Platt, and Zhang use variants of AdaBoost to improve
on work on obje t re ognition Viola and Jones (2001a,b), however o er no general approa h to multiple-instan e learning. Finally, we'd like to mention the work of Xu and
Frank (2004) who also applied boosting to multiple-instan e learning tasks. However, their
approa h solves the problem in a somewhat di erent setting. They assume that the bag
labels are generated in a two-stage pro ess. In the rst stage, probabilities for the labels of
single instan es are determined, whi h in the se ond stage are ombined to give probabilities
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for the bag labels. Thereby it is assumed that ea h instan e in a bag ontributes equally to
a bag label's probability.
2.2 A Boosting Approa h

As already mentioned, our approa h is to apply a boosting framework, whi h means, given a
set of hypotheses H we use a suitable subset H0  H of weak hypotheses that are ombined to
give a nal hypothesis hf . The boosting algorithm we are going to use is AdaBoost (Freund
and S hapire, 1997; S hapire, 2001).
AdaBoost maintains a distribution over the training examples, that is, to ea h bag
B 2 B0 a weight wB is assigned, su h that all weights sum up to 1. Given su h a distribution
w = (wB1 ; : : : ; wB ) one an judge the quality of a weak hypothesis via its distribution
a ura y, whi h is de ned as
X
D(h; w) :=
wB :
jB0 j

B 2B0 :
h(B )=y (B )

Ea h of the weak hypotheses h 2 H0 then is hosen su h that it orre tly lassi es a majority
(in respe t to the urrent distribution w) of the training examples, that is, D(h; w) > 21 .
A ording to the error (h; w) := 1 D(h; w) of su h a weak hypothesis h, a weight h
for h is al ulated as


1 (h; w)
1
log
:
:=
h
2
(h; w)
Then the distribution over the bags is re al ulated su h that more weight is put on the
bags that were mis lassi ed. More pre isely, for ea h bag B 2 B0
exp( h y(B ) h(B )) wB
;
wB :=

Z

where Z is hosen su h that the wB still sum up to 1.
The pro ess of nding a suitable weak hypothesis h 2 H and (re) al ulating the weights
wB and h is repeated, and the nal hypothesis hf then is obtained as weighted majority
vote of the weak hypotheses, that is,

hf (B ) := sgn(

X

h2H

h h(B ));

0

where H0 is the list of used weak hypotheses 2 H.
In this paper we onsider the instan e spa e X = Rn , and our weak hypotheses are balls
of arbitrary enter and radius with respe t to some metri . Let h(x; r) := fy 2 X j d(x; y) <
rg denote the open ball with enter x and radius r, where d(x; y) is the distan e between x
and y. Then we hoose balls h(x; r) with1 r  0 whose enter is ontained in a bag B 2 B0
with y(B ) = +1. In Se tion 3 we des ribe how we determine for ea h enter x the optimal
radius r with respe t to the urrent distribution a ura y. The predi tion of a ball h 2 H
on a bag B is given by
(
+1 if h \ B 6= ;
h(B ) :=
1 otherwise.
1. For r = 0 one obtains the empty hypothesis.
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We demand from ea h weak hypothesis used by AdaBoost that its distribution a ura y
is > 12 + " for some " > 0. The following proposition shows that in our setting there is
always a suitable ball h(x; r) with distribution a ura y larger than 12 + " for some xed ".
This is suÆ ient for orre t lassi ation of the training examples by the nal hypothesis
hf ( f. Freund and S hapire, 1997). However, the generalization error on the test examples
will depend on the number of weak hypotheses used.
For ea h weight distribution w = (wB1 ; : : : ; wB ) there is a ball h =
su h that D(h; w) > 21 + 4k1+2 , where k is the number of positive bags in B0.

Proposition 1

h(x; r) in H

jB0 j

Set := 4k1+2 and let W and W + be the sum of the weights of the negative and
the positive bags, respe tively. If W > 21 + , then it is obviously suÆ ient to hoose the
empty hypothesis S
from H. If W + > 12 + , we hoose an arbitrary x and a suÆ iently large
radius r so that B2B B  h(x; r).
Thus let us assume that 12
< W ; W +  12 + . Clearly, there must be a positive
1 1
). SThen for a suitable x 2 B with y(x) = +1 and a suÆ iently
bag B with weight > k ( 2
small radius so that h(x; r) \ B2B B = fxg we have




1
1 1
1
1 1
>
+
= +
D(h(x; r); w) > W +
k 2
2
k 2
2
Proof

0

0

by some little al ulation. Note that for this last step we need to assume that the training
examples really stem from a multiple-instan e learning problem as spe i ed in Se tion 2.1.
Otherwise it might be the ase that ea h x 2 B with y(x) = +1 also o urs in a negative
bag.
Obviously a weak hypothesis as in the se ond part of the proof is of little use, as
it learns a single instan e by heart. To a hieve reasonable generalization a ura y we need
to nd weak hypotheses whi h lassify a signi ant number of training examples orre tly.

Remark 1

Complementing Proposition 1 we would like to remind the reader of the following hardness result of Auer et al. (1998). Consider the multiple-instan e problem where ea h
bag ontains r instan es 2 Rn and a bag is lassi ed positively if it ontains an instan e from
an unknown hyper-re tangle. If for this problem there is a polynomial algorithm for learning
from arbitrary distributions, then there is a polynomial algorithm for learning r-term DNF
formulas over n variables as well. However, whether su h an algorithm exists is one of the
important unsolved problems of learning theory (see e.g. Klivans and Servedio, 2001). This
result indi ates that even in this rather simple setting multiple-instan e learning is a hard
problem that probably annot be solved eÆ iently in full generality.
Remark 2

3. The Algorithm

In this se tion we rst explain in more detail how to obtain a suitable set of balls, whi h will
serve as weak hypotheses for AdaBoost. Then we show how|alternatively|in the ase of
1-norm balls one may extend these balls using a greedy algorithm and then use the arising
hyper-re tangles as weak hypotheses.
5

3.1 Cal ulating the Optimal Ball

We ompute for ea h x in a positive bag B 2 B0 a ball with enter x, su h that its radius
is optimal with respe t to the urrent distribution w. More pre isely, the optimal radius r0
is de ned as
r0 = maxfr0 > 0 j D(h(x; r0 ); w) = max
D(h(x; r); w)g:
(1)
r
Note that we did not make any assumptions on erning the used metri so far. In our
experiments we used the metri indu ed by the 2-norm and the 1-norm, respe tively. In
the latter ase, our balls are axis-parallel hyper ubes.
Computing the optimal radius for ea h instan e is time onsuming. To speed up the
omputation the bags B 2 B0 an be sorted by their distan e to x, whi h is given by

d(x; B ) := min d(x0 ; x)

x0 2B
for the hosen metri d. This pro edure uses O(mn + jB0 j log jB0 j) operations per instan e
x, where n is the dimension
of the instan e spa e X and m is the total number of instan es
S
0
in bags of B , i.e., m = j B2B B j. Taking into a ount the number of instan es in positive
bags introdu es an additional fa tor of `  m into the overall omplexity, so that the
overall
time omplexity for omputing the optimal ball is O(`(mn + jB0 j log jB0 j)), where
S
` = j B2B :y(B)=+1 B j.
However, sin e AdaBoost performs many iterations, one may ompute the distan e
from ea h instan e in a positive bag to ea h bag B 2 B0 on e and keep the orresponding
distan e matrix in memory. Thus the time omplexity for one boosting iteration de reases
to O(`jB0 j log jB0 j), whi h is mu h heaper. Indeed, one may redu e this even to O(`jB0 j) by
saving for ea h instan e x the order of the bags with in reasing distan e to x.
0

0

3.2 Extension of the Optimal Hyper ube

When using the metri indu ed by the 1-norm, we an extend the optimal hyper ube
omputed a ording to the previous se tion. Sin e the radius of this jj  jj1 -ball was hosen
to be optimal with respe t to the distribution a ura y, the latter surely de reases when the
radius is in reased. Thus ea h hyper ube h(x; r) has a bad instan e x0 on its boundary that
is ontained in some negative bag B 0 . Note that B 0 should be lassi ed negatively a ording
to h(x; r) as well, be ause otherwise the in lusion of x0 wouldn't make any di eren e to the
predi tion of B 0 . Obviously, the bad instan e prevents our hyper ube from growing, at
least in some dire tions. However, we may grow the hyper ube { whi h now turns into
a hyper-re tangle { evenly in all other dire tions that are not blo ked by x0 . That way,
one determines analogously to (1) above the optimal \radius" for all unblo ked dire tions.
Again, some dire tions are blo ked by a bad instan e and are a ordingly xed. This
pro ess is repeated until ea h dire tion is either xed ( f. Figure 3.2) or the orresponding
boundary is set to in nity, be ause there are no instan es left in the respe tive dire tion.
More formally, the algorithm an be des ribed as follows:
1. Initially, the hyper-re tangle R = ni=1 (ai ; bi ) we onsider is the optimal hyper ube
h(x; r0 ). The set F ontains the dire tions whi h are already xed, where ea h dire tion is represented by the index of the oordinate and a sign indi ating whether
6

Figure 1: Illustration of the algorithm for extending the optimal hyper ube: One starts
with the optimal hyper ube with enter  whose growing is blo ked by a bad
instan e . The orresponding dire tion is xed ( ontinous line), while all other
dire tions are evenly in reased (dashed lines), until another dire tion is blo ked
by another bad instan e. In the example shown above this pro ess is repeated
until every dire tion is blo ked.

the positive or the negative dire tion of the respe tive oordinate is xed. Initially,
F := ?.
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2. Determine the bad instan e x0 , that is, the instan e on the boundary of R that is
ontained in some bag B 0 for whi h y(B 0 ) = 1 and B 0 \ R = ?. If there is more
than one instan e with that property, hoose an arbitrary one.
3. Update F a ording to the dire tions blo ked by the bad instan e x0 , that is,

() x0i = bi;
() x0i = ai:

(i; +) 2 F
(i; ) 2 F

4. Determine analogously to (1) the optimal \radius" r with respe t to distribution
a ura y for all dire tions that are not xed yet.
5. Update R as follows:

(

(

a
if (i; ) 2 F
ai := i
xi r otherwise,

and

bi :=

bi
if (i; +) 2 F
xi + r otherwise.

6. Repeat steps 2{5 until ea h dire tion is xed or r was set to in nity.
Obviously, the omputation of hyper-re tangles as des ribed above requires multiple
passes over the instan es and is therefore quite expensive. To speed things up one sorts the
instan es within the bags by their distan e to the enter of the initial optimal hyper ube
and keeps also in mind the dire tion(s), in whi h the distan e is assumed. Then in ea h
bag only the instan e that is losest to the enter needs to be onsidered. If however the
respe tive dire tion is blo ked before this instan e be omes in luded, one takes the next
instan e. Thus one pass over all the instan es is suÆ ient. This improvement de reases
the running time for the omputation of ea h hyper ube-extension
to O((` + n)jB0 j log jB0 j),
P
where n is the dimension of the instan e spa e X and ` = B2B :y(B)=+1 jB j is the number
of positive instan es.
0

4. Experiments

In this se tion we give a short des ription of the data sets used in the experiments and further
details on how the experiments were ondu ted, in luding a stopping riterion for AdaBoost.
Finally we present our results and ompare them to results of ompeting algorithms.
4.1 The Data Sets

We ondu ted tests on the following data sets:
(Dietteri h et al., 1997; Newman et al., 1998) originates from the
already mentioned problem in bio hemistry. One observes di erent onformations of a
mole ule and wants to know if a \musk-like" onformation exists for this mole ule. For
ea h mole ule one is given the set of stable onformations, whi h onstitute a bag as in
the de nition of the multiple-instan e problem. A bag is labeled positive, if it ontains a
musk-like onformation.
The data sets musk1 and musk2 onsist of 92 and 102 bags whi h ontain a total of 476
and 6598 instan es, respe tively, ea h of whi h is 168-dimensional.
The musk data set
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(S ott et al., 2003) onsists of 12 learning problems whi h are
onstru ted from a basis of 28 bags divided into four ategories A,B,C, and D of equal size.
Ea h bag onsists of (in average about 34) 2-dimensional instan es whi h represent a visual
image of a robot's urrent position. The seven bags in ea h of the groups A,B,C, and D
onsist of `similar' positions near the same landmark.
The learning task is to learn on epts whi h separate ea h of the four groups from
any two of the others. We label the orresponding learning problems by `AposBCneg',
`AposBDneg' et . orresponding to the hoi e of groups.
The robot data set

(Wang et al., 2004) onsists of 20 positive and 160 negative bags.
In the experiments the latter were split up into 8 equal-sized sets of negative bags (for details
see Se tion 4.4 below). The data itself are 8-dimensional and onsist of 7 hara teristi s of
a protein sequen e and information about the position of the window on the whole protein
sequen e in the remaining oordinate.

The protein data set

The Corel image data set (Cheung and Kwok, 2006) onsists of 1000 images, ea h
image belonging to one of ten lasses (with 100 images in ea h lass). For our experiments
we used the data as pro essed by (Cheung and Kwok, 2006): ea h image was partitioned
into non-overlapping segments using k-means lustering, where segments are 9-dimensional.
Then images are regarded as a bags with segments as instan es. On average, there are four
instan es per bag.
4.2 A Stopping Criterion for AdaBoost

For our tests we used the following stopping riterion for the number of boosting iterations.
By a leave-one-out ross-validation on the training examples2 we al ulated estimates for
the generalization error when AdaBoost is run on the remaining training examples until
the error rea hed P %, where P = 99; : : : ; 0. The P  with the best estimated generalization
error was hosen and AdaBoost was run on all training examples until the training error
rea hed P  %, giving the nal hypothesis.
For some data sets it might be advisable to ontinue boosting even when the training
error has rea hed 0% ( f. S hapire et al., 1998). We did not explore this for the data sets
we used. However, in this situation a similar approa h an be taken to hoose the number
of boosting iterations: Let M be the number of iterations until training error 0 is rea hed.
Then estimate the generalization error when AdaBoost is run for M  k iterations, where
k = 1; 2; : : :, > 1, and hoose the best k .
4.3 Various Combinations of Metri

and Attribute Normalization

We performed experiments with various ombinations of metri and attribute normalization
on the training set. In this respe t an interesting question is, if the estimated generalization
error from the stopping riterion is a good indi ator for whi h metri and attribute normalization should be hosen. The results seem to answer this question aÆrmatively. For
the lassi ation of the test examples we hose the metri and normalization that a hieved
minimal estimated generalization error ( al ulated by ross-validation on the training set
2. This is not to be onfused with the ross-validation for estimating the test error. No test examples were
used by the stopping riterion.
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Table 1: Generalization error (GE) and estimated error (EE) for various ombinations of
metri and normalization for the robot data set.
data set
AposBCneg GE
AposBCneg EE
AposBDneg GE
AposBDneg EE
AposCDneg GE
AposCDneg EE
BposACneg GE
BposACneg EE
BposADneg GE
BposADneg EE
BposCDneg GE
BposCDneg EE
CposABneg GE
CposABneg EE
CposADneg GE
CposADneg EE
CposBDneg GE
CposBDneg EE
DposABneg GE
DposABneg EE
DposACneg GE
DposACneg EE
DposBCneg GE
DposBCneg EE

ubes re t. median minmax
14.29
0
9.52
9.52
7.90 7.52
8.10
8.10
14.29 14.29
19.05
4.76
4.38 4.38
8.71
4.05
28.57 5.26
14.29
14.29
8.05 3.10
4.43
4.48

jj  jj N (0; 1) N (0; I )
9.52
7.86
9.52
4.24
4.76
8.10

19.05
7.81
4.76
3.81
19.05
3.48

14.29
7.67
4.76
3.81
19.05
3.48

bestnorm
9.52
5.71
14.29
3.43
14.29
2.48

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

38.10
2.95

0
0

0

0

28.57 28.57
3.33 3.33
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19.05
3.24
23.81
4.52

19.05
3.24

0

0.24

0
0

23.81
3.29

19.05
3.24

9.52
0

as des ribed above). In ase where the minimum was a hieved by several normalizations
(this happened e.g. for the rather small robot data) the hoi e was made a ording to a
majority vote with ties broken arbitrarily.
These are ombinations of metri and normalization we have used:
The weak hypotheses for AdaBoost are balls with respe t to the 1-norm, i.e. axisparallel hyper ubes. No normalization is used.

ubes:

The weak hypotheses for AdaBoost are axis-parallel hyper-re tangles. The
hypothesis is grown from the optimal hyper ube by the greedy algorithm des ribed
in Se tion 3.2.

re tangles:

10

0
0

Table 2: Generalization error of the boosting approa h and SZB (S ott et al., 2003) for the
robot data.
data set
AposBCneg
AposBDneg
AposCDneg
BposACneg
BposADneg
BposCDneg
CposABneg
CposADneg
CposBDneg
DposABneg
DposACneg
DposBCneg
Average

Boosting SZB
9.52
0
14.29
9.52
14.29
4.76
0
9.52
0
9.52
0
0
0
9.52
0
0
0
0
0
4.76
9.52
0
0
0
3.97
3.97

The data are prepro essed by linearly transforming ea h oordinate separately,
su h that the range between the two quartiles is mapped to the interval [ 1; 1℄. If the
two quartiles are equal, the interval is only entered at the quartiles. Hyper ubes are
used as weak hypotheses.

median:

The data are prepro essed by linearly transforming ea h oordinate, su h that
the range [min; max℄ of ea h oordinate is mapped to the interval [ 1; 1℄. Hyper ubes
are used as weak hypotheses.

minmax:

jj  jj : 2-norm balls are used as weak hypotheses. Data are not normalized.
N (0; 1): Ea h oordinate is linearly transformed for mean 0 and varian e 1.
2

are then used as weak hypotheses.

2-norm balls

N (0; I ):

A linear transformation of all instan es is hosen su h that the mean of all attributes is 0 and the ovarian e matrix is the identity. Then 2-norm balls are used as
weak hypotheses.

4.4 The Results

The results for the robot data set are shown in Table 1, whi h displays the generalization error (GE) al ulated by leave-one-out ross-validation, and the best estimated generalization
error (EE) al ulated by the stopping riterion.3 For the various ombinations of metri
and attribute normalization the results show quite a good agreement between the ranking
of the generalization error and the ranking of the estimated error.
3. The estimated error (EE) is averaged over all runs of the leave-one-out ross-validation for the generalization error GE.
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In Table 2 we ompare our results with the algorithm of S ott et al. (2003) ( f. Se tion
2.1). For this we have hosen that ombination of metri and normalization with the
minimal estimated error from the stopping riterion (the bold entries in Table 1). As an
be seen our algorithm outperforms the algorithm of S ott et al. (2003) (bold entries indi ate
a smaller error). The slightly larger error for the `AposCDneg'-set results from hoosing the
\wrong" normalization-metri - ombination by the minimal estimated error, as the 2-norm
would have had a smaller error ( f. Table 1).
Table 3: Generalization error (GE) and estimated error (EE) for various ombinations of
metri and normalization for the musk data sets.
data set
musk1 GE
musk1 EE
musk2 GE
musk2 EE

ubes re t. median minmax jj  jj2
15.11 8.04
22.07
17.07 11.96
5.15 1.31
10.05
5.82 4.56
14.02 5.78
18.43
13.43 12.65
8.24 5.49
8.70
4.92 4.03

N (0; 1) N (0; I )
10.22
5.82
12.26
3.75

36.52
24.62
18.73
12.29

bestnorm
8.04
1.24
11.67
3.31

The results for the musk data as summarized in Table 3 are based on a 10-fold rossvalidation, where the values are averaged over ten runs. A omparison of the di erent
approa hes was taken from Andrews et al. (2002) and is reported in Table 4. Again, the
numbers for the boosting approa h are those that have the minimal estimated error from
the stopping riterion. We nd that our approa h is quite ompetitive with these other
Table 4: Generalization error of the boosting approa h, IAPR (Dietteri h et al., 1997), and
DD (Maron and Lozano-Perez, 1997) for the musk data.
data set
musk1
musk2

Boosting IAPR DD
8.04
7.6 12
11.67
10.8 16

approa hes. Again, as an be seen from Table 3, for the musk2-data the re tangles a hieved
an even smaller error than the minmax-normalization reported in Table 4.
Table 5: Generalization error of the boosting approa h and kNN (Wang et al., 2004) for
the protein data.
Protein
Pos. bags
Neg. bags

ubes re t. median minmax
10
10
10
10
0
0
0
0
12

jj  jj N (0; 1) N (0; I ) kNN
2

10
0

5
0

10
0

25
25

Table 6: Generalization error (GE) and estimated error (EE) in % for various ombinations
of metri and normalization for the ten lasses of the Corel image data set.
data set
Class 0 GE
Class 1 GE
Class 2 GE
Class 3 GE
Class 4 GE
Class 5 GE
Class 6 GE
Class 7 GE
Class 8 GE
Class 9 GE
avg GE
avg ECE

ubes
12.64
16.56
18.48
4.16
0.96
17.20
5.68
6.80
19.68
9.52
11.17
3.64

re t. median minmax jj  jj2
10.72
12.48
13.36 11.44
15.76
15.36
15.44 16.16
18.72
15.60
17.04 17.04
3.68
3.92
3.92 4.00
0.48
0.32
0.32 0.72
16.40
17.04
16.96 16.80
3.92
8.88
6.40 5.28
6.24
3.92
7.92 6.24
18.48
17.84
19.20 19.36
8.72
10.00
8.96 9.04
10.31
10.54
10.95 10.61
3.48
3.62
3.96 3.86

N (0; 1) N (0; I )
13.12
14.96
14.88
3.76
0.40
16.56
7.12
6.08
16.96
10.40
10.42
3.64

12.32
11.44
13.76
0.16
1.84
15.76
6.88
6.08
13.36
7.84
8.94
3.26

bestnorm
11.12
12.00
14.32
4.00
0.72
15.76
3.76
4.48
14.80
7.76
8.87
2.70

To obtain omparable results with Wang et al. (2004) for the protein data the tests
were performed in the following way: For ea h of the 8 sets of negative bags and ea h of
the 20 positive bags, a lassi er is trained where the set of negative bags and the remaining
19 positive bags are used as training examples, resulting in 60 lassi ers. Then ea h bag
is assigned to the majority lass among all lassi ers for whi h it was not used as training
example. The error of this lassi ation by majority is reported as the generalization
error for the positive and negative bags. The results are summarized in Table 5. With
the ex eption of the N (0; I )-normalization our boosting approa h again outperforms the
ompeting approa h.
Finally, for the Corel image data set, we followed the setup of Cheung and Kwok (2006)
to obtain omparable results. The data are randomly partitioned into a training set and a
test set, su h that both sets onsist of exa tly 50 images of ea h lass. Ea h lass is learned
against all other lasses. The experiment is repeated ve times. In Table 6 we report the
average a ura y for ea h single lass as well as average estimated generalization error. As
an be seen from the table, even though real and estimated errors for di erent metri s and
normalizations are quite lose to ea h other, the estimated error is still a good indi ator for
ordering of the real errors.
In Table 7 the average a ura y over all lasses is ompared to results of other approa hes. Our approa h is by far the best.
5. Con lusion

We presented a boosting approa h to multiple-instan e learning that was inspired by
problems stemming from generi obje t re ognition. In this ontext the appli ation of the
AdaBoost algorithm with suitable weak hypotheses worked onsistently well. Our approa h
with balls as weak hypotheses improves over or is at least ompetitive to other approa hes.
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Table 7: Generalization error of the boosting approa h, DD-SVM Chen and Wang (2004),
Hist-SVM Chapelle et al. (1999), MI-SVM Andrews et al. (2002), SVM with MI
kernel Cheung and Kwok (2006), and the improved SVM with MI kernel Cheung
and Kwok (2006) for the Corel image data in % together with 95% on den e
interval.

avg GE
onf. interv.

Boosting
DD-SVM Hist-SVM MI-SVM SVM (MI kernel) SVM+(MI kernel)
8.87
18.5
33.3
25.3
15.9
15.6
[7.54, 9.42℄ [15.5, 21.5℄ [31.1, 35.5℄ [24.7, 25.9℄
[15, 16.8℄
[14.22, 16.98℄

We think that the results strongly bene t from the introdu ed stopping riterion. The
estimated generalization error used by the stopping riterion also turns out to be a good
indi ator for hoosing a distan e metri and an attribute normalization.
This work was supported in part by the European proje t LAVA (IST2001-34405), the Austrian S ien e Fund FWF (S9104-N04 SP4) and the IST Programme
of the European Community, under the PASCAL Network of Ex ellen e, IST-2002-506778.
This publi ation only re e ts the authors' views. We would like to thank Thomas Korimort
for implementing the algorithms and ondu ting some of the tests.
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